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Conventionality

“As I made clear to my mother-in-law we have to 
make ends meet if we are not to be thrown out of 
our house. ”

“As I made illuminated to my mother-in-
legislation we have to make ends encounter if we 
are not to be propelled out of our house. ”



Multiword Expressions

Speakers often use conventional ways for 
expressing precisely complex ideas efficiently 
and concisely 

an old wives' tale

an idea which a lot of people believed in the past but 
which we now know is wrong 



Multiword Expressions
Include various complex phenomena

Verbal expressions: pay visit, have fun, screw in, 
turn on

Idioms: rock the boat, pay an arm and a leg

Terminology: translation-invariance property

Noun compounds: bus stop, traffic light, red wine

Fixed phrases:  ad hoc, in vitro



Multiword Expressions

Are of interest to researchers from Linguistics, 
Psycholinguistics, and Natural Language 
Processing 

How do people learn them?

How to describe and represent them?

How to treat them in language technologies?



Multiword Expressions
Course Structure

Overview of MWEs

Definition and Characterization for CL/NLP

Classifications, Background and Tasks 



Multiword Expressions
Course Structure

MWE Type Identification

Candidate Extraction/Generation

VPCs in English 

Compounds in MT

Candidate Filtering

Candidate Evaluation

Tools



Multiword Expressions
Course Structure

MWE Type Identification

Justeson and Katz 1995

Baldwin 2005

Ramisch et al. 2008 - 2012

Villavicencio et al. 2007

Zhang et al 2006



Multiword Expressions
Course Structure

MWE Token Identification

Stevenson et al 2003

Compositionality and Interpretation

McCarthy 2003  

Bannard 2003

Ramisch et al. 2008

Nakov 2010



Multiword Expressions
Course Structure

Applications

Lexicography 

Greek nominal MWEs

Portuguese 

domain vs general

complex predicates for SRL

complex predicates for sentiment analysis

Hebrew



Multiword Expressions
Course Structure

Applications

Parsing 

Zhang et al. 2006

Seretan 2010

SMT

Carpuat and Diab 2010

Ramisch et al. (work in progress)



Multiword Expressions
Course Structure

Practical Exercises for MWE Identification





Lecture 1
Multiword Expressions

Overview of MWEs



Multiword Expressions

what are MWEs? 

why do they matter? 

what happens if we ignore them?



Multiword Expressions

According to Moon (1998) 

there is no unified phenomenon to describe but rather a 
complex of features that interact in various, often untidy, 
ways and represent a broad continuum between non-
compositional (or idiomatic) and compositional groups of 
words



Multiword Expressions

Authors differ in the definitions they use 
depending on 

aspects to be emphasized and 

constructions and word groups to be included



For Firth 1957  MWEs are habitual recurrent word 
combinations of everyday language

salt and pepper, freak out, mobile/cell phone, text message

Focus on frequency of occurrence

You shall know a word by the company it keeps

What are multiword 
expressions? Definition 1



For Sag et al.  (2002) MWEs are 
idiosyncratic interpretations that cross 
word boundaries (or spaces)

spill beans vs spill lentils vs throw 
beans

Focus on mismatch between the 
interpretation of  MWE and the 
meanings of the components

What are multiword 
expressions? Definition 2



What are multiword 
expressions? Definition 3
Calzolari et al. (2002) MWEs are a sequence of words that acts as 
a single unit at some level of linguistic analysis

Focus on idiosyncracy

reduced syntactic and/or semantic transparency

reduced compositionality

reduced syntactic flexibility

breach of general syntactic rules

high degree of lexicalisation

high degree of conventionality



What are multiword 
expressions? Definition 4

A collocation is an expression consisting of two or 
more words that correspond to some conventional 
way of saying things

Manning and Schütze (1999) emphasize 
conventionality



What are multiword 
expressions? Definition 5

A collocation is a sequence of two or more 
consecutive words, that has characteristics of a 
syntactic and semantic unit whose exact and 
unambiguous meaning or connotation cannot be 
derived directory from the meaning or connotation 
of its components

Choueka 1988 focuses on semantic idiomaticity



What are multiword 
expressions? More Definitions

For Wray (1999) it is any kind of linguistic unit that has 
been considered formulaic in any research field 

For Fillmore (2003) any linguistic expression involving 
more than one word that requires an interpreter – human 
or machine – to have more than the abilities of an Innocent 
Speaker-Hearer (ISH) who has knowledge only about 

(1) unitary words and 

(2) word-to-word relations



What are multiword 
expressions? More Definitions

For Fillmore, Kay and Connor (1988) MWEs 
introduce a distinction between 

what a speaker can compute automatically from 
language and what he must explicitly store 

ideally most of the knowledge about how to use a 
language should be computable



What are multiword 
expressions? More Definitions

Fillmore (2003) includes 

grammatical constructions, listable word configurations and 
frequent sequences

 copy of in They gave me a copy of the book

Jackendoff  (1997) includes 

memorized poems, familiar phrases from TV commercials

to infinity and beyond (Toy Story)

to boldly go where no one has gone before (Star Trek)



What are multiword 
expressions? Examples

Traffic lights, text message, back of beyond, set the 
bar high 

John set the bar high

metaphor expressing that John is high achiever that rivals 
will have a hard time trying to surpass 

no physical bar positioned in a higher position

The meaning of the expression cannot be guessed 
from the meanings of the individual words



What are multiword 
expressions? Examples

point of view: not a place with scenic views

loan shark: not a fish

white trash: not something that is thrown in the 
rubbish bin

clean up: cleaning but not in a higher position

French kiss: can be given by nationals of any country

open mind: is not open as a door



What are multiword 
expressions?

But how can we tell what is a MWE?



What are multiword 
expressions? Characteristics

Arbitrary semantic variability with alternatives 
understandable but not natural

full moon vs ?entire moon, ?total moon or ?complete moon

MWEs are difficult for non-native speakers even if 
they master general lexical and syntactic rules

they confer naturalness and fluency to the discourse



What are multiword 
expressions? Characteristics

Marked word for word translation into another 
language: 

in English

prince charming 

in Portuguese: 

?príncipe charmoso (good-looking prince) 

príncipe encantado (enchanted prince) 



What are multiword 
expressions? Characteristics

Asymmetries in different languages: 

MWE may be translated as MWE or as a simple 
word in another language

In the red = no vermelho (in+the red in Portuguese)

give up = renoncer (“to renounce” in French) 

Kick the bucket = bater as botas (“beat the boots” in 
Portuguese) but 

Chutar o balde (“kick the bucket” in Portuguese) = give up



What are multiword 
expressions? Characteristics

Breaching general language rules

every now and then and from time to time as eventually

time adverbs cannot be used as interval extremities. 

from now on and and so on

preposition on usually requires a complement

truth be told vs ?truth is told vs ?truth should be told

archaic



What are multiword 
expressions? Characteristics

Noun formation:

key that opens all doors = master key, 

the tool used to suck the air and catch the dirt = vacuum 
cleaner

an automatic recorder that answers the phone = voice 
mail, 

a character at the end of an interrogative sentence = 
question mark. 



What are multiword 
expressions? Characteristics

Noun formation:

Special case: if words are concatenated together in 
a single orthographic word

English: firearm, honeymoon, sleepwalk, lighthouse 

German (and other Germanic languages)



What are multiword 
expressions? Characteristics

Paraphrasing: 

equivalent single-verb 

give a wave = to wave, 

take a walk = to walk and 

take a shower = to shower.



What are multiword 
expressions? Characteristics

Paraphrasing: 

there may be no simple verb to express exactly the same 
meaning: 

make sense, 

take advantage of, 

take for granted, 

have the last word, 

put in place. 



What are multiword 
expressions?

But if they are so idiosyncratic in so many 
levels why should we care about them? 



Why do they matter?

MWEs are very frequent in everyday language. 

According to Biber et al. (1999) they account for 

between 30% and 45% of spoken English and 

21% of academic prose 

Jackendoff (1997) proposes that they have the 
same order of magnitude as the number of single 
words in a speaker’s lexicon 



Why do they matter?

Sample from a 30-minutes episode of  TV show 

good morning, too bad, what the hell and bye bye

System dealing with human language must 
take MWEs into account



Why do they matter?

NLP tasks and applications may generate 
ungrammatical or unnatural output if they do not 
handle MWEs correctly



Why do they matter?

 Computer-aided lexicography 

Building a lexical resource is onerous, demands expert 
knowledge and takes a lot of time. A MWE dictionary is 
even more so



Why do they matter?

Optical character recognition 

chose the word that most likely occurs as part of 
an MWE (Church and Hanks, 1990) as n-grams fail 
to model flexible expressions 

take patient risk factors and convenience into account



Why do they matter?

Word sense disambiguation (WSD)

MWEs tend to be less polysemous than the individual words in it: 

world = 9 senses in Wordnet 

record = 14 senses 

world record = 1 sense

the importance of MWEs for WSD and for other semantic tasks 
like the annotation of semantic role labels

take a walk -> a walk is not complement of take



Why do they matter?

Part-of-speech (POS) tagging and parsing

MWEs can reduce syntactic ambiguities like PP 
attachment

(1) faire une marche à pied (lit. make a walk by foot) 
where PP attached to the verb faire and

(2) faire un verre à pied (lit. make a glass by foot) the 
noun verre in (2) is part of the MWE verre à pied 
(wine glass)



Why do they matter?

Information retrieval (IR) 

indexing MWEs to improve query accuracy: 

for rock star avoid retrieving irrelevant pages with:

geological descriptions of rocks or 

astronomy websites about stars



Why do they matter?

Foreign language learning

MWEs are hard for non-native speakers 

important in the design of computer assisted language learning 
systems

Kick the bucket = die



Why do they matter?

Problems for Machine translation (MT)

word-by-word translation are inadequate

tomar um banho (Pt) = drink a bath (En)



Why do they matter?

Problems for Machine translation (MT)

rule-based systems include dictionaries of phrases 
and expressions

look up before compositional transfer



Why do they matter?

Problems for Machine translation (MT)

empirical MT systems can represent bilingual 
word sequences instead of just bilingual words

to capture larger context 

in a simplified representation of syntax and MWEs



Why do they matter?

Can’t we just use the same techniques that we 
use for single/simplex words?



What happens if we 
ignore them?

Ungrammatical or unnatural verbal constructions



What happens if we 
ignore them?

Awkward literal translations of idioms



What happens if we 
ignore them?

Problems of lexical choice and word order in specialized texts



What happens if we 
ignore them?

For MT, asymmetries in languages: 

English: it is raining cats and dogs 

French:  il pleut des cordes (lit. it rains ropes)

German:es regnet junge Hunde (lit. it rains young 
dogs)

Portuguese: chove canivetes (lit. it rains Swiss 
knives)



What happens if we 
ignore them?

For Parsing erroneous PP attachments

verb-particle constructions: 

take off from Paris and 

light verb constructions 

take a walk along the river



What happens if we 
ignore them?

MWEs are frequent and pervasive in language, 
and likely to occur in texts to be processed 

They confer naturalness to the output of NLP 
systems

Important information can be lost if they are not 
treated



What happens if we 
ignore them?

For NLP their importance is fully recognised

BUT heterogeneous characteristics are a 
challenge to both linguistic and computational 
analysis



Summary
MWEs are open problem in NLP due to their complex 
nature

idiomatic expressions 

buy someone some time, save someone’s breath 

common names 

vacuum cleaner, voice mail, high heel shoe 

verbal expressions 

make sense, take advantage, take a shower, take for granted



Summary

Native speaker’s lexicon contains a large 
proportion of MWEs

LT systems with some semantic interpretation 
must take MWEs into account

e.g. MT needs to be aware of MWEs to avoid literal 
translations



Summary

Difficulties for traditional NLP applications

MWEs lie in between the lexicon and syntax 

Tools and resources for MWEs are limited in 
effectiveness and applicability to languages



Summary

There is a need for building resources and 
developing  techniques for the automatic 
acquisition of MWEs from corpora



Practical Work
Hands on MWE identification using the 
mwetoolkit

To download:

from svn

Quick Tutorial in:  

http://mwetoolkit.sourceforge.net/PHITE.php?
sitesig=MWE

References in the reading list
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Multiword Expressions

Have as many different angles as the various 
linguistic constructions it encompasses 

Defy attempts to fully characterize them 
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Lecture 2
Multiword Expressions

Definition and Characte!zation for CL/NLP



Definition and 
Characterization for CL/NLP

Important for proposing computational 
treatments that model precisely (types of) 
MWEs



Word vs MWE
What constitutes a word?

flower and flowers 

same word in the base form inflected

predictable semantics

but flower child and the flower of ? Unpredictable from the 
meaning of flower

flower child: a hippie who wore flowers as symbols of peace 
and love

the flower of: the finest individuals out of a number of people.



MWEs
Are expressions which have surprising properties not 
predicted by their component words (Baldwin and 
Kim, 2010)

Are lexical items that: 

can be decomposed into multiple lexemes and 

display idiomaticity: 

lexical, syntactic, semantic, pragmatic and/or 
statistical



MWEs
Semantically range from 

compositional, where the component words preserve their 
original semantics

flower pot

may encode extra semantics

in hospital (as a patient)

idiomatic 

wrong-foot, meaning to “put (someone) in a difficult 
situation by doing something that they do not expect”



MWEs
They occur in a wide range of lexical and syntactic 
configurations

nominal

police car, frame of mind, free association 

verbal and 

break down, make ends meet, kick the bucket

adverbial

from that day onwards, in front of



MWEs

MWE can occur as fixed contiguous units

flower pot

or may accept modification and have gaps

take a long walk

hand straight back



MWEs

MWEs are an efficient way of communicating 
messages and facilitating lexical expansion 

with a relatively small simplex lexicon



Characteristics of MWE



Characteristics of MWE

Idiomaticity: the markedness from the basic 
properties of the component lexemes, 

at a lexical, syntactic, semantic, pragmatic, 
and/or statistical level 

Compositionality: the degree to which the 
features of the parts of a MWE combine to 
predict the features of the whole



Lexical idiomaticity
When a component of an MWE is not part of the 
conventional lexicon of the language 

ad hoc is lexically marked

leads to syntactic and semantic idiomaticity due 
to lack of knowledge of components for 
predictability



Syntactic idiomaticity
When MWE syntax is not derived from that of 
its components

Adverb formed by marked coordination of 
preposition and adjective



Syntactic idiomaticity
When MWE syntax is not derived from that of 
its components

transitive verb formed by coordination of two 
intransitives



Semantic idiomaticity
When meaning of MWE can’t be explicitly derivable from its parts

from more idiomatic

make ends meet meaning to earn enough to live without debt

to more transparent

cheese knife, fruit salad

in between

give a talk as making a presentation not transferring of the 
talk



Semantic idiomaticity

Idiomatic ...... decomposable ...... compositional



Semantic idiomaticity
Decomposability

degree to which semantics of MWE can be 
ascribed to those of its parts

Decomposability vs Semantic 
compositionality:

semantic compositionality goes from 
semantics of the parts to that of the 
whole;

decomposability goes from semantics of 
the whole to that of the parts

Decomposability

Compositionality



Semantic idiomaticity

Figuration: 

semantics of MWE is derived from components through process of:

 metaphor 

take the bull by the horns, 

hyperbole

not worth the paper it’s printed on

metonymy 

lend a hand



Pragmatic idiomaticity

Situatedness: MWE is associated with a fixed 
set of situations

situated MWEs: good morning, all aboard 

non-situated MWEs: first off, to and fro



Statistical idiomaticity

Combination markedly more frequent than 
alternative phrasings 

strong tea, salt and pepper

Institutionalisation or conventionalisation

anti-collocations

powerful tea, pepper and salt



Statistical Idiomaticity



Idiomaticity



Crosslingual asymmetries

Variation in MWEs across languages

lexico-syntactic correspondence

in the red and no vermelho (in Portuguese)



Crosslingual asymmetries

Variation in MWEs across languages

syntactic correspondence

in the black and no azul (in Portuguese  lit. 
in the blue)

Bring the curtain down and botar um ponto 
final (in Portuguese lit. “put the final dot”)



Crosslingual asymmetries

Variation in MWEs across languages

semantic correspondence

in a corner and encurralado (in Portuguese 
lit. “cornered” - no MWE)



Single-word 
paraphrasability

some MWEs are single-word paraphrasable 

leave out = omit

take off clothes = undress

others are not 

look up = ?



Proverbiality

MWEs as indicators of more informal 
situations/language (Nunberg et al. 1994)

piss off instead of annoy

drop off instead of fall asleep).



Prosody
MWEs can have distinct stress patterns from 
compositional language (Nunberg et al. 1994)

when the components do not make an equal 
contribution to the semantics of the whole

prosodically-marked MWE:  soft spot has stress 
on soft rather than spot

prosodically-unmarked MWE: first aid

prosodically-marked non-MWE: dental operation



Testing an Expression 
for MWEhood



Testing an Expression for 
MWEhood

look up as “seek information from”

made up of multiple words

not lexically idiomatic: words are part of the standard English lexicon

not syntactically idiomatic

semantically idiomatic: semantics not predictable from semantics of 
words

not pragmatically idiomatic: doesn’t evoke a particular situation 

statistically marked: more frequent than anti-collocations 

*see/watch up



Testing an Expression for 
MWEhood

to and fro is 

made up of multiple words 

possibly lexically idiomatic: fro is used mostly as part of to and 
fro

syntactically idiomatic: syntactically opaque fro

Cranberry/bound word: occur only as part of a fixed expression

fro, tenterhooks, caboodle 

Expressions that contain them are cranberry expressions

on tenterhooks and the whole caboodle



Testing an Expression for 
MWEhood

eat chocolate

made up of multiple words 

no lexical, syntactic, semantic and pragmatic idiomaticity

statistical idiomaticity? 

eat strongly associated with any foodstuff

chocolate associate to other verbs too 

consume/munch on chocolate



Testing an Expression for 
MWEhood



Types of MWE



Nominal MWEs

One of the most common type

token frequency

type frequency and 

in the world’s languages 

Tanaka and Baldwin (2003) 



Nominal MWEs

Noun Compound (NC)

two or more nouns that form a N

golf club, computer science department

the rightmost N is the head

the remainder are the modifiers 



Nominal MWEs

Noun Compound (NC)

Subset: Compound Nominalisations

the head is deverbal 

investor hesitation (hesitate), stress 
avoidance (avoid)



Nominal MWEs

Noun Compound (NC)

Superset: Nominal Compounds 

modifiers can be nouns, verbs or adjectives 

connecting flight, hired help,  open 
secret



Nominal MWEs

Noun Compound (NC)

Complex Nominals (Romance languages)

include a preposition or marker between 
nouns

succo di limone (lemon juice), porta a 
vetri (glass door)



Nominal MWEs
Underspecified semantics

nut tree: tree which produces nuts

clothes tree: furniture shaped like a tree, for 
hanging clothes on 

family tree: depiction of genealogical 
history of a family (often shaped like a tree). 

share the same head 



Nominal MWEs

Underspecified semantics

meaning of MWE relates to both the head 
and modifier

precise relationship is highly varied and not 
represented explicitly

native speakers have good intuitions about 
semantics of new compounds



Nominal MWEs

Task 1: Interpretation:

Approach for determining semantics of 
compound nouns using a finite set of relations

MAKE relation: head is made from 
modifier

orange juice, steel bridge and paper 
hat



Nominal MWEs

Task 1: Interpretation:

Different semantic relation sets based on 

abstract relations (e.g. Rosario and Hearst 
2001, Moldovan et al. 2004, Nastase et al. 2006) 

direct paraphrases (using prepositions or verbs) 
(e.g. Lapata 2002, Nakov and Hearst, 2008)

hybrids of the two (e.g. O ́ Seághdha, 2008)



Nominal MWEs

Task 1: Interpretation:

Problems (Sparck Jones 1983):

low inter-annotator agreement

coverage over data from different domains,

instances which don’t fit any of the relations, 

interpretational ambiguity



Nominal MWEs
Task 2: Syntactic Disambiguation (bracketing)

MWEs with 3 or more terms

glass window cleaner as 

(glass (window cleaner)) 

window cleaner made of glass 

((glass window) cleaner) 

cleaner of glass windows



Nominal MWEs
Task 2: Syntactic Disambiguation (bracketing)

MWEs with 3 or more terms

Impact for 

semantic interpretation and 

prosody 



Verbal MWEs

Verb-particle constructions

Prepositional verbs

Light-Verb Constructions

Verb–Noun Idiomatic Combinations



Verbal MWEs - VPCs
Verb-particle constructions (VPCs), particle verbs or phrasal verbs

verb + particle(s) in the form of

intransitive prepositions

play around, take off

adjectives

cut short, band together 

verbs

let go, let fly



Verbal MWEs - VPCs

Syntactically:

intransitive VPCs

break down

transitive VPCs

eat NP up



Verbal MWEs - VPCs
Transitive VPCs and flexible word order:

joined verb and particle 

clean up the table

split verb and particle

clean the table up

if object NP is pronominal VPC must be split

eat up the chocolate vs. ∗eat up it 



Verbal MWEs - VPCs
Limited modifiability 

Manner adverbs ?

?∗Kim played habitually around, 

∗Kim made quickly up her mind

But OK with some degree adverbs (right and back)

eat it right up

put it back on 



Verbal MWEs - VPCs
Semantically

wide spectrum of idiomaticity

break NP in: 

familiarize someone with a new job or situation

break NP down: 

demolish a door or other barrier

swallow down NP

preserves the semantics of both swallow and 
down 

Idiomatic

Compositional 



Verbal MWEs - VPCs
Semantically

Compositionality classification (Bannard et al. 2003)

4 classes based on semantic contribution of the verb and particle: 

VPC semantics from the verb and particle

VPC semantics from the verb only 

VPC semantics from the particle only

VPC semantics from neither the verb nor the particle

But alternative holistic classification of  VPC compositionality 
(McCarthy et al. 2003) using scale of 0 to 10



Verbal MWEs - VPCs

Semantically:

VPCs are highly productive

action verbs with completive up

predictable syntax and semantics

eat/finish/rest/... up

can they be exhaustively listed in a lexicon?



Verbal MWEs - VPCs
Statistically:

Very frequent 

Zipfian distribution 

a minority of very frequent VPC types, and 

most VPCs occurring infrequently (Baldwin 2005, 
Villavicencio 2005) 

For wide coverage: deal with long tail of VPC 
types



Verbal MWEs - PVs

Prepositional verbs (PVs)

verb + specific transitive preposition

refer to, look for, rely on

(Jackendoff 1973, Baldwin 2005) 



Verbal MWEs - PVs
Syntactically

(1) fixed preposition PVs (come across, grow on)

hard constraint for verb and preposition to be adjacent

I came across the book



Verbal MWEs - PVs
Syntactically

(2) mobile preposition PVs (refer to, send for)

adjacency in canonical word order, but limited syntactic alternation

coordination of PP objects

refer to the book and to the DVD 

∗come across the book and across the DVD

passivization of NP object of the preposition

the book was referred to 

∗I was grown on by the book



Verbal MWEs - PVs
PVs in texts are

highly frequent

rely on the advice 

hard to distinguish from 

transitive joint VPCs 

hand in the assignment

simple verb–preposition combinations

eat in the restaurant



Verbal MWEs - LVCs
Light (or support) verb constructions (LVCs, 
Stevenson et al. 2004, Calzolari et al. 2002)

verb + noun complement

often in the indefinite singular form

verb is semantically bleached or “light”

meaning of the LVC mainly from noun

take a walk, give a talk, make a demo 



Verbal MWEs - LVCs
Main LVs in English

do a demo/drawing/report

give a wave/sigh/kiss

have a rest/drink, have pity (on)

make an offer/attempt, make a mistake

take a walk/bath/photograph

But disagreement about other LVs



Verbal MWEs - LVCs
Morphologically

verb inflects 

noun tends to have fixed number and preference 
for determiner type and number:

make/makes/made/making an offer

∗make offers 

?make the offer



Verbal MWEs - LVCs
Syntactically

highly flexible

undergoing passivization 

an offer was made

extraction 

How many offers did Kim make?

internal modification 

make an irresistible offer



Verbal MWEs - LVCs
Constraints on what light verbs a noun can be combined 
with 

make/∗(give/do/put/take) an offer)

do/give a demo

with potentially different semantics 

make a call vs. take a call vs. have a call

consistent across semantically-related nouns 

give a cry/moan/howl vs. ∗take a cry/moan/howl



Verbal MWEs - VNICs

Verb–Noun Idiomatic Combinations (VNICs)

verb + noun 

semantically idiomatic 

kick the bucket, shoot the breeze

crosslingual occurrence

high lexical and semantic variability



Verbal MWEs - VNICs
Semantically

decomposable VNICs

mapping between components of the VNIC and elements 
of the VNIC interpretation

spill the beans = reveal secret

non-standard semantics for spill = reveal and 
beans = secret

non-decomposable VNICs 

break a leg, kick the bucket



Verbal MWEs - VNICs

Semantic decomposability and syntactic flexibility (Nunberg et 
al. 1994, Sag et al. 2002)

Decomposable VNICs tend to be syntactically flexible

passivization: It’s a shame the beans were spilled

internal modification: AT&T spilled the Starbucks beans 

Non-decomposable VNICs tend not to be syntactically 
flexible 

This is predicted by its decomposability.



Verbal MWEs - VNICs

VNICs 

usually have low frequency

can be used literally  

The janitor kicked the bucket full of water

The janitor kicked the bucket and was buried yesterday

Distinction between MWE and literal usages is difficult 
but important in tasks which require semantic 
interpretation



Determinerless-
Prepositional Phrases

Determinerless-Prepositional Phrases (PP-Ds) 
(Sag et al. 2002, Baldwin et al. 2003)

preposition + singular noun (without 
determiner

in hospital, by car/bus/taxi, 



Determinerless-
Prepositional Phrases

Syntactically

differing levels of syntactic markedness, 
productivity and modifiability

fully-productive vs non-productive 

by car/foot/bus/...  

on top/∗edge 



Determinerless-
Prepositional Phrases

Syntactically

differing levels of syntactic markedness, 
productivity and modifiability

obligatory vs optionally vs non modifiable

∗at level vs. at eye level 

at (high) expense and on (summer) vacation 

on (∗table) top



Determinerless-
Prepositional Phrases

Syntactically

differing levels of syntactic markedness, productivity 
and modifiability

Syntactically-marked PP-Ds can be highly 
productive 

by with countable vs uncountable nouns

by bus/car/taxi/... 

∗by information/linguistics/...



Determinerless-
Prepositional Phrases
Semantically

some semantic markedness on the noun

in + uncountable nouns for social 
institutions 

in school/church/prison 

syntactically-unmarked but only social 
institution sense of noun evoked



Determinerless-
Prepositional Phrases
PP-Ds are frequent in data and may cause 
problems for parsing and generation

important to strike right balance between 
over- and under-generation

by bike/car/train/public transport and 

in school/church/hospital 



Multiword Expressions
Course Structure

Overview of MWEs

Definition and Characterization for CL/NLP

Classifications, Background and Tasks 



Multiword Expressions
Course Structure

MWE Type Identification

Candidate Extraction/Generation

VPCs in English 

Compounds in MT

Candidate Filtering

Candidate Evaluation

Tools



Multiword Expressions
Course Structure

MWE Type Identification

Justeson and Katz 1995

Baldwin 2005

Ramisch et al. 2008 - 2012

Villavicencio et al. 2007



Multiword Expressions
Course Structure

MWE Token Identification

Stevenson et al 2003

Compositionality and Interpretation

McCarthy 2003  

Bannard 2003

Ramisch et al. 2008

Nakov 2010



Multiword Expressions
Course Structure

Applications

Lexicography 

Greek nominal MWEs

Portuguese 

domain vs general

complex predicates for SRL

complex predicates for sentiment analysis

Hebrew



Multiword Expressions
Course Structure

Applications

Parsing 

Zhang et al. 2006

Seretan 2010

IR

SMT

Carpuat and Diab 2010

Ramisch et al. (work in progress)



Multiword Expressions
Course Structure

Practical Exercises for MWE Identification
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MWE Tasks
Identification: 

type: discover possible MWEs 

subcategorisation frames 

token: find them in running text 

Interpretation

determine whether they are compositional or idiomatic and their semantics 

Representation

include them in a lexical/ontological resource

Applications

use them in NLP applications 



MWE Tasks
Identification: 

type: discover possible MWEs 

subcategorisation frames 

token: find them in running text 

Interpretation

determine whether they are compositional or idiomatic and their semantics 

Representation

include them in a lexical/ontological resource

Applications

use them in NLP applications 



Representation
MWEs

Lexical level 

words as separate units, independently of their neighbor 
words

morphological inflection, word formation and lexical semantics

Syntactic level 

word order of verb, subject and object in languages

MWEs lie in between these two levels.



Representation

For representing MWEs in a lexicon it is 
important to adopt classification which 

captures the general properties of MWEs

but allows for encoding of information particular 
to MWE instance



Representation 
A Classification of MWEs - I

Fillmore et al. (1988) constructionist typology

proposal based on predictability of construction 
with respect to standard syntactic rules 

also related to semantic compositionality



Representation 
A Classification of MWEs - I

Notion of unfamiliar/familiar pieces 
unfamiliarly/familiarly combined.

Unfamiliar pieces unfamiliarly combined: 

idiomatic constructions that are unpredictable

ad hoc, with might and main, the more, the merrier 



Representation 
A Classification of MWEs - I

Notion of unfamiliar/familiar pieces 
unfamiliarly/familiarly combined.

Familiar pieces unfamiliarly combined: 

require special syntactic and semantic rules for 
interpretation

all of a sudden, stay at home, first cousin two times removed 



Representation 
A Classification of MWEs - I

Notion of unfamiliar/familiar pieces 
unfamiliarly/familiarly combined.

Familiar pieces familiarly combined

have an idiomatic interpretation

pull someone’s leg, tickle the ivories 



Representation 
A Classification of MWEs - II

Mel’čuk et al. (1995) MTT classification

relevance of expression as dictionary entry

to optimise access to information 

most probable context in which a speaker would require it

some MWEs explicitly stored

related to semantic compositionality



Representation 
A Classification of MWEs - II

complete phrasemes: kick the bucket, 
Achilles’ hill

quasi-phrasemes: take a nap, break up 

semi-phrasemes: bus stop, traffic lights 



Representation 
A Classification of MWEs - II

complete phrasemes: 

kick the bucket, Achilles’ hill

fully idiomatic 

explicit entries



Representation 
A Classification of MWEs - II

quasi-phrasemes

take a nap, break up 

expressed in terms of: 

base word 

which contributes the meaning

collocate word 

which adds something to meaning of base word

explicit entries



Representation 
A Classification of MWEs - II

semi-phrasemes

bus stop, traffic lights 

represented in the lexical co-occurrence zone of the 
base word entries 

mostly compositional meaning but an extra element 
added in the MWE

bus stop is not any place there bus can stop (like in an 
intersection)



Representation 
A Classification of MWEs - III

Sag et al. (2002) proposal of classification given 
MWE variability

Lexicalised phrases

with linguistic idiosyncrasies/idiomaticity 

Institutionalized phrases 

statistically marked



Representation
Lexicalised Phrases

Fixed Expressions 

fully lexicalised invariant expressions 

defy conventions of grammar and compositional interpretation 

in addition, of course, by and large, kingdom come,...

no morphological inflection or lexical variation

in addition/*additions, in short/*tall 

components may not appear in isolation or may be borrowed from 
other languages

en-suite 



Representation 
Lexicalised Phrases

Semi-Fixed Expressions 

fixed word order

allow some lexical variation including 
morphological inflection

compound nominals, non-decomposable idioms 

coffee machine/machines 

kick/kicked/kicks/kicking the bucket 



Representation 
Lexicalised Phrases

Syntactically Flexible Expressions

allow morphological and syntactic variation

decomposable idioms, light verbs and verb-particle constructions

rock the (political/proverbial/family/Olympic) boat

give a demo, a demo was given 

tear/cut/split up

correlation between syntactic variation and decomposability



Representation 
Lexicalised Phrases

Most MWE types all into a unique sub-category

non-decomposable VNICs, NCs, VPCs and LVCs

But Determinerless PPs

fixed expressions: 

non-modifiable PP-Ds: at first 

semi-fixed expressions 

PP-Ds with strict constraints on modifiability: at level

syntactically-flexible

highly-productive PP-Ds: as president/coach/father of the bride/...



Representation 
Institutionalized phrases 
semantically and syntactically compositional

full syntactic variability 

statistically idiosyncratic

anti-collocations 

lexical variants observed with 0 or very low frequency

traffic light  vs ?traffic director vs ?intersection regulator

strong coffee vs ?powerful coffee 



Representation 
A Classification of MWEs



Fixed              Semi-fixed       Syntactically flexible 

Words-with-spaces
approach

More Compositional
approaches

kick the bucket

make ends meet

trip the light fantastic
shoot the breeze

part of speech

San Francisco

Representation 
A Classification of MWEs

ad hoc

by and large
lo and behold

kingdom come

to and fro

spill beans

rock boat

let cat out of bag
write up

break down

fall apart

sweep under rug

Representation and Treatment

Institutionalized Phrases

traffic lights
heavy baggage



Words-with-spaces 
Approach

Encode MWE as single entry where words are separated by 
spaces

Problems:

Flexibility

Parser might assign look up the tower two interpretations

1. glance up at the tower and

2. consult a reference book about the tower,

but fail to assign interpretation 2. to unambiguous 

look the tower up



Words-with-spaces 
Approach

Encode MWE as single entry where words are 
separated by spaces

Problems: 

Some constructions often come in families

take a walk, take a hike, take a trip, take a flight).

Listing each individually results in loss of 
generality and lack of prediction



Compositional Approach 

MWEs treated by compositional methods

kick the bucket as intransitive verb 

his 90 year old neighbor just kicked the bucket

Problems with adopting this approach



Compositional Approach 

Overgeneration

For generation:

telephone booth (American) or telephone box (British/
Australian)

but not ∗telephone cabinet and ∗telephone closet



Compositional Approach 

Syntactic Idiomaticity

Parsing problems by breach of patterns of 
combination as predicted by grammar

the determinerless in line



Compositional Approach 

Semantic Idiomaticity

How to predict that MWEs may not have 
compositional semantics?

Then how to predict the meaning of the MWE? 

kick the bucket meaning to die

conforms to the grammar of English VPs

but has a meaning unrelated to the meanings of kick, the, and 
bucket



Representation 

For precise encoding of properties 

fine balance between 

mechanism which will not allow sufficient variability 
and 

one which will allow too much



Representation 
A Classification of MWEs
Fixed Expressions

words-with-spaces



Representation 
A Classification of MWEs

Semi-Fixed Expressions

internal inflection flag



Representation 
A Classification of MWEs
Syntactically-Flexible Expressions

Lexical Selection

Kim handed out chocolate to the kids

Kim handed the chocolate out to the kids

Semantics

Selection



Representation 
A Classification of MWEs - III

Institutionalized Phrases

explicit information about frequency

good vs fine weather



MWE Tasks
Identification: 

type: discover possible MWEs 

subcategorisation frames 

token: find them in running text 

Interpretation

determine whether they are compositional or idiomatic and their semantics 

Representation

include them in a lexical/ontological resource

Applications

use them in NLP applications 



MWE Tasks
Identification: 

type: discover possible MWEs 

subcategorisation frames 

token: find them in running text

Interpretation

determine whether they are compositional or idiomatic and their semantics 

Representation

include them in a lexical/ontological resource

Applications

use them in NLP applications 



MWE Identification
Type vs token identification

type: deciding whether sequence is MWE or not

token: finding occurrences of MWE in corpus

To use data-driven methods to help this task

combination of symbolic analyses, 

statistical methods and

machine learning techniques



Type Identification
Find MWEs automatically in corpus for

grammar engineering

information extraction

productive MWEs 

ring tone and shock and awe

specific (technical) domains

amino acid long acidic protein

human multiple myeloma cell line



Type Identification

Difficulties for identification:

syntactic flexibility

he broke the old 

the royal beans were spilled all over the media

ambiguity

he ate up the chocolate

he ate in the cafeteria



Type Identification
Techniques range from 

shallow

purely statistical 

frequency

association measures

linguistically driven

syntax-based extraction

parsers

mixed

usually combined with filters and/or machine learning algorithms 



Type Identification
Shallow Statistical approaches

for many languages scarcity of resources and tools

need for language independent approaches

for many MWE types lack of resources with linguistic patterns  

need for type independent approaches

development of knowledge-free general-purpose approaches

frequency

association measures



Type Identification
If we adopt the notions of collocation of  

Firth (1957) of 

collocations of a given word as statements of the habitual and customary 
places of that word and

a word is characterized by the company it keeps

or Smadja (1993) of

collocations as arbitrary and recurrent word combinations

can we find MWEs using information about how often 
words co-occur together?



Finding MWEs Using 
Frequency

Using frequency information:

Hypothesis: the more frequently the words occur 
together, the more likely to be a MWE

find the most common two word sequences in a text

data from: New York Times news (August-November 
1990)



Finding MWEs Using 
Frequency

Most frequent bigrams in the New York Times

Manning & Schutze, 1999



Finding MWEs Using 
Frequency

Method is too noisy

common syntactic constructions with extremely 
common words

PP and NP syntax (Prep + Det + N) 

of the, in the are very common



Finding MWEs Using 
Frequency

Possible solution:

filter collocations by POS tags

remove those that are rarely associated with collocations

PREP  DET



Finding MWEs Using 
Frequency

Possible solution:

keep interesting patterns (based on Justeson and Katz 1995)



Finding MWEs Using 
Frequency

Manning & Schutze, 1999



Finding MWEs Using 
Frequency

Searching for 
specific 
words: 

strong

powerful 

Manning & Schutze, 1999



Finding MWEs Using 
Frequency

High frequency of co-occurrence may be 
accidental

if they involve very frequent words they co-occur 
frequently together 

new companies



Finding MWEs Using 
Frequency

We want to know whether the words of a MWE 
candidate

co-occur together by chance 

do not form a MWE

new companies, and of, because I, in this, ...

co-occur together more often than chance 

good indicator of MWE

bus stop, salt and pepper, break down, ...



Lecture 3
Multiword Expressions

Classifications, Backgr"nd and Tasks 



MWE Tasks
Challenges for NLP

Type identification: 

discover semi-automatically MWEs 

determine their subcategorisation frames 

Interpretation

determine whether they are compositional or idiomatic

Further determine their semantics 

Representation

Include them in a lexical/ontological resource

Applications

Use them in NLP applications 



MWE Identification

For adequate performance of applications we 
must address limitation in coverage of 
linguistic resources:

unknown words

words missing relevant syntactic/semantic 
categories 

missing grammatical constructions



MWE Identification

For adequate performance of applications we 
must address limitation in coverage of 
linguistic resources:

MWEs account for a large part of the parsing 
problems 

The manual extension of resources is very costly 
and time consuming 



Multiword Expressions
Course Structure

Overview of MWEs

Definition and Characterization for CL/NLP

Classifications, Background and Tasks



Multiword Expressions
Course Structure

MWE Type Identification

Candidate Extraction/Generation

VPCs in English 

Compounds in MT

Candidate Filtering

Candidate Evaluation

Tools



Multiword Expressions
Course Structure

MWE Type Identification

Jusetson and Katz 1995

Baldwin 2005

Ramisch et al. 2008 - 2012, 

Villavicencio et al. 2007

Zhang et al. 2006



Multiword Expressions
Course Structure

MWE Token Identification

Stevenson et al 2003

Compositionality and Interpretation

McCarthy 2003 

Bannard 2003

Ramisch et al. 2008

Nakov 2010



Multiword Expressions
Course Structure

Applications

Lexicography 

Greek nominal MWEs

Portuguese 

domain vs general

complex predicates for SRL

complex predicates for sentiment analysis

Hebrew



Multiword Expressions
Course Structure

Applications

Parsing 

Zhang et al. 2006

Seretan 2010

SMT

Carpuat and Diab 2010

Ramisch et al. (work in progress)
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1 MWEs in theory and Practice

Common Statistical Measures of
Association

We can use statistical measures of association for indication of
strength of the association between words (or n- grams)

• t-test, Pearson’s X2, Pointwise Mutual Information, Mutual
Information, ...
• these are calculated based on frequencies obtained in a

corpus

and we can also combine them together
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Underlying hypothesis for statistical
analysis

A text is the result of a discrete stochastic process in the
vocabulary space characterized by a probability distribution

P (wt+1|wt, C)

where wt = (..., wt−2, wt−1, wt) is the list of words until time t

and C is the context.
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A bit of Notation
w1 . . . wn is a candidate n-gram with n words

n(wi . . . wj) is the frequency of a contiguous
sequence wi . . . wj in a corpus of size N
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Underlying hypothesis for statistical
analysis

A text is the result of a discrete stochastic process in the
vocabulary space characterized by a probability distribution

P (wt+1|wt, C)

where wt = (..., wt−2, wt−1, wt) is the list of words until time t

and C is the context.
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What do the statistic measures tell us?

Hypothesis: If the words are independent then the candidate is
not a MWE

• Determine the probability given by the Null Hypothesis (that
they are independent)
• Compare with the probability given by a statistical measure
? If Null Hypothesis confirmed then they are independent - not

MWEs
? Otherwise they are dependent - MWEs
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For a Gentle Introduction to Statistical
Measures

Let’s first

• Look at the Null Hypothesis
• Look at some standard measures
? t-test, Pearson’s X2, Pointwise Mutual Information, Mutual

Information, ...
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The Null hypothesis

The null hypothesis, H0, assumes that there is no association
between the words (words co-occurred by chance)

• First step: calculate probability p that event would occur if H0

were true

? reject H0 if p is too low below significance level of p < 0.05,
0.01, 0.005, 0.001

? accept H0 otherwise
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The Null hypothesis

The words are frequent and co-occur frequently by chance (they
are independent)

• The probability of their co-occurrence is simply:

H0 : n∅(wi . . . wj) = P (w1w2) = P (w1)P (w2)
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The Null hypothesis

Given size of corpus = 14,307,668

w n(w) P (w)

new 15,828 15,828/14,307,668
companies 4,675 4,675/14,307,668

H0 = P (new companies)

= P (w1w2) = P (w1)P (w2)

= (15, 828/14, 307, 668) ∗ (4, 675/14, 307, 668)

= 3.615 x 10−7
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A Second Bit of Notation
ai ∈ {wi,¬wi} is either a word wi or

its negation (any word but wi)

H0 : n∅(wi . . . wj) is the Null hypothesis
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Association Measures
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55 Association Measures - Pecina 2008
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A closer look at the formulas
Measure Formula

prob
n(w1 . . . wn)

N

t
n(w1 . . . wn)−Nn−1n∅(w1 . . . wn)√

n(w1 . . . wn)

PMI log2
n(w1 . . . wn)

n∅(w1 . . . wn)
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and more formulas
Measure Formula

MI
∑
a1...an

n(a1 . . . an)

N
log2

n(a1 . . . an)

n∅(a1 . . . an)

χ2
∑
a1...an

n(a1 . . . an)− n∅(a1 . . . an)

n∅(a1 . . . an)

Dice 2 ∗ n(w1 . . . wn)∑n
i=1 n(wi)
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In these formulas

The sums of MI and χ2 run over all possible combinations of wi
and ¬wi

And now a quick and gentle closer look at one of these measures
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t-test

Uses Mean and Variance of data to determine if Null Hypothesis
holds

t =
x̄− µ√

s2

N

where

• x̄ is the sample mean,
• s2 is the sample variance,
• µ is the mean of the distribution
• N is the size of the corpus
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t-test - Example

Given that

• x̄ and s2 can be approximated to n(w1w2)/N

• N the size of the corpus is 14,307,668
• µ = Null Hypothesis = P (w1)P (w2)

and that

w n(w) P (w)

new 15,828 15,828/14,307,668
companies 4,675 4,675/14,307,668

new companies 8 8/14,307,668
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t-test - Example

For the MWE candidate new companies

• x̄ and s2 = n(w1w2)/N = 8
14,307,668 = 5.591 x 10−7

• N the size of the corpus is 14,307,668
• µ = Null Hypothesis = P (w1)P (w2)

µ = P (new companies)

= P (w1)P (w2)

= (15, 828/14, 307, 668) ∗ (4, 675/14, 307, 668)

= 3.615 x 10−7
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t-test - Example

For the MWE candidate new companies

• x̄ and s2 = n(w1w2)/N = 8
14,307,668= 5.591 x 10−7

• N the size of the corpus is 14,307,668
• µ = Null Hypothesis = P (w1)P (w2) = 3.615 x 10−7
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t-test - Example

For the MWE candidate new companies

• x̄ and s2 = n(w1w2)/N = 8
14,307,668= 5.591 x 10−7

• N the size of the corpus is 14,307,668
• µ = Null Hypothesis = P (w1)P (w2) = 3.615 x 10−7

t =
x̄− µ√
s2

N
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t-test - Example

For the MWE candidate new companies

• x̄ and s2 = n(w1w2)/N = 8
14,307,668= 5.591 x 10−7

• N the size of the corpus is 14,307,668
• µ = Null Hypothesis = P (w1)P (w2) = 3.615 x 10−7

t =
x̄− µ√
s2

N

=
5.591x10−7 − 3.615x10−7√

5.591x10−7

14, 307, 668
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t-test - Example

For the MWE candidate new companies

• x̄ and s2 = n(w1w2)/N = 8
14,307,668= 5.591 x 10−7

• N the size of the corpus is 14,307,668
• µ = Null Hypothesis = P (w1)P (w2) = 3.615 x 10−7

t =
x̄− µ√
s2

N

=
5.591x10−7 − 3.615x10−7√

5.591x10−7

14, 307, 668

= 0.999932
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Automated Multiword
Expression Prediction for

Grammar Engineering
Yi Zhang, Valia Kordoni, Aline Villavicencio

and Marco Idiart
MWE Workshop 2006

[Zhang et al., 2006]
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Motivation

• Lexical coverage is the major barrier to broad-coverage
linguistically deep processing

• MWEs comprise a significant part of the missing lexicon

• It is difficult to provide a unified account for the detection of
these distinct but related phenomena.
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What can we do about it?

• (Semi-)automatically detect the errors in deep grammar

• Use the WWW to validate MWE candidates

• Automatically generate new lexical entries based on corpus
data
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Grammar Coverage
Road-testing ERG over BNC (20,000 strings)
[Baldwin et al., 2004]

• Full lexical span for only 32%

? 57% are parsed (overall coverage 57%× 32% ≈ 18%)
? 83% of the parses are correct
? 40% parsing failures are caused by missing lexical entries
? 39% parsing failures are caused by missing constructions
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More Recent Coverage Results
BNC Coverage Test (ERG jan-06 [Flickinger, 2000]

• 1.8M sentences (21.2M words) from BNC written component
with only ASCII characters and no more than 20 words each

Result # Sentences Percentage
Parsed 644,940 35.80%
Lex. Missing 969,452 53.82%
Full Lex. Span, No Parse 186,883 10.38%
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Error Mining [van Noord, 2004]
Parsability R(wi . . . wj) =

C(wi...wj,OK)

C(wi...wj)

• If the parsability of a particular word sequence is very low, it
indicates that something is wrong
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Error Mining Experiment

• Experiment was run on BNC: the parsed sentences and the
unparsed sentences (with full lex. span)

• Low parsability n-grams were extracted

• 3+ grams were taken for further inverstigation
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Error Mining Experiment
Num. %

uni-gram 798 20.84%
bi-gram 2,011 52.52%
tri-gram 937 24.47%

Table 1: Distribution of N-grams with R < 0.1
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Example of Low Parsability N-grams
N-gram R Count

the burden of 0.000 49
by and large 0.000 37
face of it 0.000 34
frame of mind 0.000 23
points of view 0.000 20
hair and a 0.000 17
of alcohol and 0.000 8
a great many 0.083 44
glance up at 0.083 33
for and against 0.086 21
from of government 0.142 6
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Detection of MWEs and Related
Constructions

• Noise in the candidate list

• How to distinguish genuine MWEs (take into account) from
false positives (of alcohol and)?
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Detection of MWEs and Related
Constructions

Preprocessing

• Remove systematically unrelated entries, e.g. acronyms,
names, dates and numbers [Bouma and Villada, 2002]

• WWW as a very large corpus [Grefenstette, 1999],
[Keller et al., 2002], [Kilgarriff and Grefenstette, 2003],
[Villavicencio, 2005] to discard low frequency candidates

• From 482 most frequent candidates, 311 have been kept while
the others have been discarded as noise
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Further Distinguishing MWE and Related
Constructions

• Statistical Techniques: [Bouma and Villada, 2002] use mutual
information, log likelihood and χ2 for collocational prepositional
phrases

• This work

+ is not constrained to a particular type of MWEs
- some statistical measures need single word frequencies

which can be a problem when searching the Web for common
words like of and a (returns the size of the Web)
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Alternative Measurements
Hypothesis

• If a candidate is the result of the random occurrence of words
then the order of the words in the n-gram is not important.
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Entropy Based Measurement

• Get frequency of occurrence of all the permutations of the n-
gram (the of likes, likes the of, etc)

• Entropy

S = − 1
logN

∑
perm

P (abc) logP (abc)

? when S → 1, all permutations are equally probable −→
random combination, false positive

? when S → 0, order is important, and only a single
configuration is allowed −→ n-gram has good chances of
being a MWE
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Probability Based Measurement

• P1: the probability of each candidate n-gram among its
permutations

• Low P1 can be a good indicative of a noisy candidate

• The relative frequency between the candidates is also a good
predictor
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Top Candidate Multiword Expressions
MWE Pages Entropy Prob (%)
the burden of 36,600,000 0.366 79.4
and cost effective 34,400,000 0.372 70.7
the likes of 34,400,000 0.163 93.1
but also in 27,100,000 0.038 98.9
to bring together 25,700,000 0.086 96.6
points of view 24,500,000 0.017 99.6
and the more 23,700,000 0.512 61.5
with and without 23,100,000 0.074 97.4
can do for 22,300,000 0.003 99.9
taking into account the 22,100,000 0.009 99.6
but what about 21,000,000 0.045 98.7
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Deep Lexical Acquisition for MWEs

• Use a statistical classifier to predict lexical types
[Zhang and Kordoni, 2006]

• Lexical types for validated MWEs were predicted (using a model
trained on the Redwoods Treebank [Oepen et al., 2002])

• Lexical entries predicted for at least 5 times were accepted
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Coverage of the Grammar Before/After
DLA for MWE

• 373 new lexical entries were generated for the 311 MWE
candidates

• Coverage was tested on a subset of BNC which contains these
MWEs with/without the new entries

Entries Added Item # Covered # Coverage
ERG 0 6246 268 4.3%
ERG+MWE 373 6246 1168 18.7%
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Conclusion

• We proposed to use the error mining techniques to detect
the MWE and related construction candidates which are not
covered by the grammar

• We used web-based MWE candidate validation with statistical
methods to filter out the noise

• New lexical entries were generated automatically

• The grammar coverage is improved significantly with new
lexical entries
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• This is a theory and language independent method, that works
for MWEs in general
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Villavicencio et al. 2007
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Evaluation of the Identification of MWEs

Identification of MWEs

• Given a list of sequences of words to distinguish MWEs (e.g.
in the red) from random sequences of words (e.g. of alcohol
and)
• For statistical approaches there are two important questions
? How reliable is the corpus used?
? How precise is a statistical measure to distinguish the

phenomena studied?
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Evaluation of the Identification of MWEs

Resources

• 1039 trigrams from error mining system [van Noord, 2004]
• 4 corpora
? BNCf : fragment of the BNC used in the error-mining

experiments
? BNC: complete BNC (from the site http://pie.usna.edu/)
? Google: Web using Google
? Yahoo: Web using Yahoo
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Evaluation of the Identification of MWEs
Corpus Frequency of 1,039 trigrams
BNCf 66,101
BNC 322,325
Google 224,479,065
Yahoo 6,081,786,313
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Comparing corpora

Hypothesis:

• The relative ordering in frequency for different n-grams is
preserved across corpora, in the same domain
• If not, different conclusions may be drawn from different

corpora
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Comparing corpora - First test
Relative Frequency Rank for the Trigrams

rankplotbw.pdf

• The overall ranking distribution is very similar for these corpora,
showing the expected Zipf like behaviour
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Comparing corpora - Second test

Measuring Kendall’s τ scores between corpora a significant
correlation was found with p ¡ 0.000001

But what is the degree of correlation among them?

• To estimate the correlation: the probability Q that any 2
trigrams chosen from two corpora have the same relative
ordering in frequency
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Comparing corpora - Second test
BNC Google Yahoo

BNCf 0.81 0.73 0.78
BNC 0.73 0.77
Google 0.86

The corpora are correlated, and can probably be used
interchangeably for the statistical properties of the trigrams

A higher correlation was observed between Yahoo and Google

• It seems that as corpora sizes increase, so do the correlations
between them
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Comparing statistical measures

Using a single corpus: BNCf

Comparing Mutual Information (MI), χ2 and Permutation Entropy
(PE) for MWE identification
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Comparing statistical measures

Permutation entropy, is a measure of order association

PE = −
∑

(i,j,k)

p(wiwjwk) ln [ p(wiwjwk) ]

p(w1w2w3) =
n(w1w2w3)∑

(i,j,k)

n(wiwjwk)

• where the sum runs over all the permutations: (e.g. by and
large, large by and, and large by, and by large, large and by,
and by large and)
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Comparing statistical measures

Permutation Entropy for MWE detection

Hypothesis: MWEs are more rigid to permutations; therefore
they have smaller PEs

the more independent the words are the closer PE is from its
maximal value

It does not rely on single word counts, which are less accurate in
Web based corpora
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Comparing statistical measures - Are they
equivalent?

• Kendall’s τ for assessing the correlation of the rankings for
these measures and its significance

• Q is the probability of finding the same ordering in them

MI×χ2 MI×PE χ2×PE
Q 0.71 0.55 0.45

• The correlations found are statistically significant
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Comparing statistical measures - Are they
equivalent?

• The measures order the trigrams differently

? 70% chance of getting the same order from MI and χ2

? they are very different from the PE
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Comparing statistical measures - Are they
useful for MWE detection?

• To check that we compare the measures’ distributions for
MWEs and non-MWEs

• Gold standard = set of 382 MWE candidates annotated by a
native speaker

? 90 MWEs
? 292 non-MWEs
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Comparing statistical measures - Are they
useful for MWE detection?

Kolmogorov-Smirnof Test

• D value (D∈[0,1]):
? large values indicate large differences between distributions
? p: significance probability associated to D

MIBNCf χ2
BNCf

PEY ahoo PEGoogle
D 0.27 0.13 0.27 0.24

p< 0.0001 0.154 0.0001 0.0005

• MI or PE seem to differentiate MWEs from non-MWEs
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Comparing statistical measures - Are they
useful for MWE detection?

Normalised histograms for MWEs and non-MWEs

• The ideal scenario: non overlapping distributions for MWEs
and non-MWEs
? A simple threshold operation would be enough to

distinguish between them
? but that is not what happens
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Comparing statistical measures - Are they
useful for MWE detection?

Normalised histograms for MWEs and non-MWEs

MI (BNCf ) logmiEntHist.pdf

χ2 (BNCf) logchiEntHist.pdf

PE (YAHOO) logYahooEntHist.pdf
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Comparing statistical measures - Are they
useful for MWE detection?

As some types of MWEs may have stronger constraints on
word order, more visible effects will probably be seen if
we look at application of measures for individual types of
MWEs [Evert and Krenn, 2005]
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Evaluation of the Extension to the
Grammar

English Resource Grammar [Flickinger, 2000]

• A large scale broad coverage precision HPSG grammar
• Lexicon coverage is a major problem
• MWEs comprise a large portion of the missing lexical entries
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Evaluation of the Extension to the
Grammar

Experiment

• Rank all the MWE candidates according to the three statistical
measures: MI, χ2, PE, and select the top 30 MWE with
highest average ranking
• Extract sub-corpus from BNCf which contains at least one of

the MWE for evaluation (674 sentences)
• Use heuristics to extract head words (20 head words)
• Run lexical acquisition for head words on the sub-corpus (21

new entries)
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Grammar Performance

Grammar Coverage

item # parsed # avg. analysis # coverage %
ERG 674 48 335.08 7.1%
ERG + MWE 674 153 285.01 22.7%

• The coverage improvement is largely compatible with
the results of “words-with-spaces” approach reported
in [Zhang et al., 2006] (about 15%)
• Great reduction in lexical entries added
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Grammar Performance

Grammar Accuracy

• 153 parsed sentences are analyzed by hand
• 124 (81.0%) of them receive at least one correct/acceptable

analysis (comparable to the accuracy reported by [Baldwin et al., 2004])
• Parse selection model finds best analysis in top-5 for 66% of

the cases, and top-10 for 75%
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Summary

Summary

• Different corpora are compared for the purpose of MWE
validation
• Different statistical measures are compared for identifying

MWEs
• Grammar performance is evaluated for automated MWE

acquisition using compositional approach
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Extracting the Unextractable:
A Case Study on

Verb-particles
Timothy Baldwin
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Verb-particle Constructions (VPCs)

• VPC = verb + obligatory particle(s) (e.g. hand in, battle on)

? intransitive: e.g. the team battled on
? transitive: e.g. Kim handed the paper in

• Variable word order for transitive VPCs:

? joined: hand in the paper
? split: hand the paper in
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Linguistic Properties of VPCs

• Transitive VPCs undergo the particle alternation (hand in the
paper vs. hand the paper in)

• With transitive VPCs, pronominal objects must be expressed in
the split configuration (hand it in vs. *hand in it)

• Manner adverbs cannot occur between the verb and particle
(*hand it promptly in)
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The Joys of VPC Extraction

• Limited coverage of linguistic tests

• Variable word order

• Variable window length, e.g.

? hand that paper in
? hand that crucial paper in
? hand that crucial end-of-term short paper in
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The Joys of VPC Extraction

• Structural/analytical ambiguity:

? hand [the paper] [in] [here] vs. hand [the paper] [in here] vs.
hand [the paper in here]

? hand [in] [the paper] vs. hand [in the paper]

Erasmus-Mundus July 2012
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Corpus Analysis of VPCs in WSJ

• Take random sample of 200 VPCs from Alvey Tools data and
randomly search for each within the WSJ

• 62/200 attested in WSJ at mean frequency of 5.1 and median
frequency of 2

• Approx two-thirds of VPCs occur less than 3 times in data
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VPC Frequency Distribution

Erasmus-Mundus July 2012
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graph/freq-graph-ohp.pdf
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Target Corpora

• Extract VPCs out of the Wall Street Journal section of the Penn
Treebank based on output of tagger and/or chunker

• Use Brown corpus data in training (where appropriate)

• Use gold-standard POS & parse annotation in establishing
upper bounds on different methods

Erasmus-Mundus July 2012
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A Word on Evaluation

• Use standard measures of precision, recall and F-score (β =

1)

• Precision = freq(valid extracted VPCs)
freq(extracted VPCs)

• Recall = freq(valid extracted VPCs)
freq(valid VPCs in corpus)

• F-score = (β+1)×Precision×Recall
(β×Precision)+Recall

Erasmus-Mundus July 2012
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Method-1: Simple POS-based Extraction

• Identify particles using dedicated Penn POS tag (RP)

• PROCEDURE:

1. tag the data using the Brill tagger and lemmatise using morph
2. for each particle, search back to the left up to 6 words to find

governing verb
3. filter data according to set of 73 canonical particles

Erasmus-Mundus July 2012
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Method-1: Example

country NN fund NNS offer VBP an DT easy JJ way NN
to TO get VB a DT taste NN of IN foreign JJ stock NNS
without IN the DT hard JJ research NN of IN seek VBG
out RP individual JJ company NNS . .

Erasmus-Mundus July 2012
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Method-1: Results

Tagger #correct
total extracted Precision Recall Fβ=1

Brill 135
135 1.000 0.177 0.301

Penn 667
800 0.834 0.565 0.673

• High precision, but low recall

• Brill tagger recognises only 2 particle types: out and down
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Method-2: Simple Chunk-based
Extraction

• Identify particles using dedicated CoNLL-2000 chunk tag (PRT)

• PROCEDURE:

1. chunk parse Brill-tagged/lemmatised data using TiMBL (use
Brown corpus for training data)

2. for each (canonical) particle, search back to the left up to 6
words to find governing verb

3. only allow noun, preposition and adverb chunks between verb
and particle

Erasmus-Mundus July 2012
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Method-2: Example

[O “] [PP instead of] [VP buy] [NP mask] [PP for] [NP your kid] [O ,]
[ADVP just] [VP cut] [PRT out] [NP the columnist] [NP ’ picture]
[O ...] [O .]
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Method-2: Results

Chunker #correct
total extracted Precision Recall Fβ=1

TiMBL 695
854 0.772 0.548 0.641

Penn 651
760 0.857 0.694 0.766

• Higher recall than Method-1, but still room for improvement
gold-standard data
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Method-3: Grammar-based Extraction

• Improve recall by looking also at canonical particles occurring
as non-particle (PP, ADV) chunks

• Use chunk grammar to determine the syntactic relation
between verbs and “particles”
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Method-3: Structural Ambiguity

[NP we] [VP may ask] [NP question] [SBAR as] [NP you] [VP go]
[ADVP along] [O ,] ... 4

[NP it] [VP wo n’t do] [NP any good] [PP for] [NP anybody]
[SBAR unless] [NP employee] [VP know] [PP about] [NP it] [O .]

7

[VP nonperform] [NP loan] [VP will make] [PP up] [NP only
about 0.5 %] [PP of] [NP the combine bank] [NP ’s total loan]
[ADJ outstanding] ... ???
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Method-3: Attachment Disambiguation

• For cases of structural ambiguity, attempt to resolve using log
likelihood ratio (verb–particle (V P ), verb–NP1 head (V N1), NP1

head–particle (N1P ) and particle–NP2 head (PN2):

[VP hand] [NP1 the paper] [PP in] [NP2 here]

VPC realised iff:

V P × V N1 > N1P × PN2

V P × V N1 > V P × PN2

Erasmus-Mundus July 2012
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Method-3: Results

Method #correct
total extracted Precision Recall Fβ=1

TIMBL−ATT 615
823 0.747 0.661 0.702

PENN−ATT 694
927 0.749 0.823 0.784

TIMBL+ATT 739
1049 0.704 0.710 0.707

PENN+ATT 750
1079 0.695 0.871 0.773
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Method-3: Results

• Appreciable gain in recall over Method-1 and Method-2 (greater
robustness over low-frequency data)

• Including attachment-resolved data bumps up recall (at
expense of precision)
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System Combination
Method Precision Recall

Method-1 High Low
Method-2 Medium Medium
Method-3 Medium High

• Combine methods to consolidate on relative strengths

• Augment feature space to estimate plausibility of VPC-hood
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Extra Features (1)

• Corpus frequency of:

? particle in corpus
? deverbal noun and adjective forms of the VPC in the corpus

(e.g. turnaround, dried-up)

• Number of letters in the verb lemma

cf. call/ring/phone/*telephone up

• Verb and particle lemmata

Erasmus-Mundus July 2012
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Combination Results

Method #correct
total extracted Precision Recall Fβ=1

Combine 719
953 0.754 0.710 0.731

M∗2
686
778 0.882 0.677 0.766

M3−ATT∗ 684
788 0.868 0.694 0.771

M3+ATT∗ 871
1020 0.854 0.823 0.838

Combine∗ 1000
1164 0.859 0.871 0.865

Combine∗Penn
931
1047 0.889 0.903 0.896
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Final Results

• System combination with and without extra features superior to
individual system performances

• Extra features produce appreciable gains in both precision and
recall

• Final F-score of 0.865 (vs. upper bound of 0.896)
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Summary

• Three methods proposed to extract VPCs from unannotated
corpora

• System combination over the three methods proven to be
effective in consolidating their relative strengths/weaknesses

• Method demonstrated to be robust over extremely low-
frequency data

Erasmus-Mundus July 2012
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Summary

• As method relies on use of large resources (annotated corpora)
and precise NLP systems (taggers, parsers, chunkers,...) it is
not applicable to every language.

• Method suffers from data sparseness

Erasmus-Mundus July 2012
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Conclusions
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Overall Conclusions

MWEs are

• heterogeneous
• frequent in daily language
• in all domains and genres
• a great proportion of technical language

They need to be properly handled for adequate semantic
interpretation in NLP applications

• e.g. to avoid meaning being “lost in (Machine) Translation”
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Overall Conclusions

• statistical methods can be used for MWE identification

? speeding terminological/lexicographic work

• best results integrate

(c)
linguistics
and

(d)
statistical
methods
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Multiword Expressions
Course Structure

Practical Exercises for MWE Identification



Type Identification
 Requirements

Tool for identification

mwetoolkit, UCS, NSP, ...

Machine Learning Package for building models of MWEness

Weka

Input Corpus 

**if possible annotated with POS

**Gold Standard or Dictionary



Type Identification

Download and Install Weka 

download weka from 

http://www.cs.waikato.ac.nz/~ml/weka/

Follow instructions for installation

export WEKAINSTALL=/Applications/
weka-3-6-3

export CLASSPATH=$WEKAINSTALL/weka.jar



Type Identification
Download the mwetoolkit using svn: 

svn co https://mwetoolkit.svn.sourceforge.net/svnroot/
mwetoolkit mwetoolkit

also available from the site www.sourceforge.net/projects/
mwetoolkit 

Install the mwetoolkit following the instructions available in

http://mwetoolkit.sourceforge.net/PHITE.php?
sitesig=MWE&page=MWE_001_Installing_the_mwetoolk
it



Type Identification
Corpora

In the main mwetoolkit directory go to the directory “test”

cd test

List the corpora contained there

ls *

Bioinformatics

Genia

Child Language Interactions

childes



Type Identification
Corpora

In the main mwetoolkit directory go to the directory “test”

cd test

List the corpora contained there

ls *

General Greek data

greek

General Spanish data

spanish 



Type Identification
Corpora

In the main mwetoolkit directory go to the directory “test”

cd test

List the corpora contained there

ls *

Europarl

ep



Type Identification
To identify MWEs from these corpora

Go to the test directory

If necessary make testAll.sh executable 

 chmod +x testAll.sh

Script for running identification over all corpora 

Run testAll.sh

./testAll.sh 



Type Identification
To inspect in more details each corpora

Move to the directory genia 

cd genia

Run the specific testAll.sh script for that corpus

./testAll.sh 

Open testAll.sh and look at the commands used to 
process the corpus



mwetoolkit scripts
 dotest "Conversion from TreeTagger to XML" \

  'run treetagger2xml.py -v "$DIR/corpus-
treetagger.txt" >corpus-ptb-tags.xml' \

 dotest "POS tag simplification" \

  'run changepos.py -v corpus-ptb-tags.xml 
>corpus.xml' \

 dotest "Corpus indexing" \

  'run index.py -v -i corpus "corpus.xml"' \



mwetoolkit scripts
 dotest "Extraction from index" \

  'run candidates.py -s -v -p "$DIR/patterns.xml" -i 
corpus >candidates-from-index.xml' \

 dotest "Extraction from XML" \

  'run candidates.py -s -v -p "$DIR/patterns.xml" 
"corpus.xml" >candidates-from-corpus.xml' \

 dotest "Comparison of candidate extraction outputs" \

  'diff-sorted candidates-from-index.xml candidates-from-
corpus.xml' \



mwetoolkit scripts
 dotest "Individual word frequency counting" \

  'run counter.py -s -v -i corpus candidates-from-
index.xml >candidates-counted.xml' \

 dotest "Association measures" \

  'run feat_association.py -v -m "mle:pmi:t:dice:ll" 
candidates-counted.xml >candidates-featureful.xml' \

 dotest "Evaluation" \

  'run eval_automatic.py -v -r "$DIR/reference.xml" -g 
candidates-featureful.xml >eval.xml 2>eval-stats.txt' \



mwetoolkit scripts
 dotest "Mean Average Precision" \

  'run map.py -v -f 
"mle_corpus:pmi_corpus:t_corpus:dice_corpus:ll_corpus" 
eval.xml >map.txt' \

 for format in csv arff evita owl ucs; do

  dotest "Conversion from XML to $format" \

   'run xml2$format.py -v candidates-featureful.xml 
>candidates-featureful.$format 2>warnings-$format.txt' \

 done



mwetoolkit scripts
 dotest "Removal of duplicated candidates" \

  'run uniq.py candidates-featureful.xml >candidates-uniq.xml' \

 dotest "Removal of duplicated candidates ignoring POS" \

  'run uniq.py -g candidates-featureful.xml >candidates-uniq-
nopos.xml' \

 dotest "Filtering out candidates occurring less than twice" \

  'run filter.py -t 2 candidates-featureful.xml >candidates-twice.xml' 
\

 dotest "Comparison against reference output" \

  compare-to-reference \



Type Identification
To inspect in more details each corpora

Look at the log for the execution of testAll.sh and inspect the 
files

corpus-treetagger.txt

patterns.xml

reference.xml

the xml files in reference-output

the arff files in reference-output

the txt files in reference-output



Type Identification - 
Assignment

Describe in 1 page each of the stages of testAll.sh for genia, 
describing the following:

       a) what type of MWE is identified?

       b) what kind of information is used to extract and filter the 
candidates?

       c) which association measures are used and why?

      d) compare supervised and unsupervised methods in this context 
and explain the pros and cons of each method.

        e) are all the candidates listed in candidates-featureful-head.xml 
MWEs? Analyse cases of false positives/negatives among them .
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Multiword Expressions

Approaches for Type Identification

AMs and Filters

Substitution

Context Similarity

Parsing

Syntactic Fixedness



MWE Type Identification
AMs and POS filters

AMs have been applied to a wide range of types and 
languages

which association measure is best for a given task?

Evert and Krenn 2005, Villavicencio et al. 2007, Ramisch et al. 
2008, Pecina 2008

Supervised classifiers to combine AMs

leads to superior results than single AM (Pecina 2008)

most effective when combined with POS tagging or parsing filters

A N, V N



MWE Type Identification
Substitution

For semantically and statistically idiomatic 
MWEs

extend AMs to include substitution (Pearce 2001)

red tape vs yellow tape vs red strip

based on resources such as WordNet and 
distributional similarity



MWE Type Identification
Substitution

Substitution to generate MWE candidates

check for them in corpus data (Villavicencio 2005)

clear up vs clean/tidy/*unclutter/... up 



MWE Type Identification
Context Similarity

For semantically idiomatic MWEs (Stevenson 
et al. 2004, Widdows and Dorow 2005)

analyse similarity between context of use of 

word combination and component words



MWE Type Identification
Context Similarity

Hypothesis: semantically idiomatic MWEs occur in markedly 
different lexical contexts to their component words

kick the bucket (death, funerals, accidents,...) vs kick (concrete 
objects, an entities)

kick the bucket (death, funerals, accidents,...) vs bucket (washing and 
cleaning, purchasing,...) 

bag of words representation to model lexical context of usages of 
a word or word combination

context model as a vector

compare lexical contexts (e.g. cosine similarity) 



MWE Type Identification
Parsing based

Token-level statistics as input to type-level 
classifier to predict (Baldwin 2005)

whether there have been genuine instances of 
MWE in corpus

POS taggers + chunkers + parsers to identify VPCs

feed the predictions of preprocessors into the final 
extraction classifier 



MWE Type Identification
Syntactic Fixedness

Syntactic fixedness (Fazly et al. 2009)

assumption: semantically idiomatic MWEs 
undergo syntactic variation (e.g. passivisation or 
internal modification) less readily than simple 
verb–noun combinations
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VPCs in Dictionaries

0
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VPCs
Verbs
Verbs in VPCs

Only 14.39% to 20% of verbs listed are used in VPCs
Common verbs like come, go, get, put,…

-They seem to have already a fair amount of entries, and provide a good starting point
-Now If we look at them more closely we can see that in terms of VPCs only a small proportion of all 
verbs listed in a lexicon are used in its VPCs. 

-This graphic shows us the total number of verbs and of VPCs in each of them, and also the number of 
verbs that are used in the VPCS.
-Only 14 to 20% of  the verbs are used,
-These verbs tend to be very general ones like put, move and go



VPCs in Dictionaries
Why are the other 80% of verbs not used in VPCs listed 
in dictionaries?

Not all verbs can combine with particles

stative verbs

Lexicographic considerations (Kilgarriff, 1997): 

add idiosyncratic combinations omitting more productive ones

Dictionaries are static resources

new combinations are constantly appearing



Motivation

We propose to: 

generate VPC candidates to augment coverage of lexical 
resources 

validate VPC candidates using the WWW as a large corpus

-One of the goals of this project is to investigate verb-particle constructions and to provide adequate 
treatments and resources for  them
-So I’m going to start with a brief introduction to them and then discussing their availability in a number of 
lexical resources
-and  how corpus information can be used  to extend the coverage of these resources.
-However, the problem of data sparseness means that even using a corpus as large as the BNC, some of 
the automatically extracted combinations are too infrequent and while they may be genuine 
combinations, they can also be noisy. 
-I’ll discuss how the web can be used to minimize  this problem
-In particular how the possibility of using the web to validate VPCs automatically generated from  a 
semantic classification of verbs and the particle ‘up’
-and I’ll finish with some conclusions and future work. 



Hypothesis
Semantic properties of verbs affect their possibilities of 
combining with particles (Fraser 1976)

bolt, cement, glue, nail + down

VPCs formed by analogy

verb changes, particle remains (Side 1990): 

hold on, hang on, wait on,...

verb remains, particle changes (Wurmbrand 2000): 

send up, send in, send back,...

-One of the goals of this project is to investigate verb-particle constructions and to provide adequate 
treatments and resources for  them
-So I’m going to start with a brief introduction to them and then discussing their availability in a number of 
lexical resources
-and  how corpus information can be used  to extend the coverage of these resources.
-However, the problem of data sparseness means that even using a corpus as large as the BNC, some of 
the automatically extracted combinations are too infrequent and while they may be genuine 
combinations, they can also be noisy. 
-I’ll discuss how the web can be used to minimize  this problem
-In particular how the possibility of using the web to validate VPCs automatically generated from  a 
semantic classification of verbs and the particle ‘up’
-and I’ll finish with some conclusions and future work. 



Hypothesis

However not all verbs can combine with particles:

Stative verbs do not seem to combine well: 

know, hope, want, ...

Some verbs seem to combine with only one particle: 

sober up, ...

-One of the goals of this project is to investigate verb-particle constructions and to provide adequate 
treatments and resources for  them
-So I’m going to start with a brief introduction to them and then discussing their availability in a number of 
lexical resources
-and  how corpus information can be used  to extend the coverage of these resources.
-However, the problem of data sparseness means that even using a corpus as large as the BNC, some of 
the automatically extracted combinations are too infrequent and while they may be genuine 
combinations, they can also be noisy. 
-I’ll discuss how the web can be used to minimize  this problem
-In particular how the possibility of using the web to validate VPCs automatically generated from  a 
semantic classification of verbs and the particle ‘up’
-and I’ll finish with some conclusions and future work. 



In Sum

For many NLP tasks it is crucial to know which 
combinations are possible and which aren't

For e.g. for Generation: 

to avoid ungrammatical combinations or those that sound 
unnatural to native speakers

the conveying of something to someone or some place: lend/give/?grant 
out 

-One of the goals of this project is to investigate verb-particle constructions and to provide adequate 
treatments and resources for  them
-So I’m going to start with a brief introduction to them and then discussing their availability in a number of 
lexical resources
-and  how corpus information can be used  to extend the coverage of these resources.
-However, the problem of data sparseness means that even using a corpus as large as the BNC, some of 
the automatically extracted combinations are too infrequent and while they may be genuine 
combinations, they can also be noisy. 
-I’ll discuss how the web can be used to minimize  this problem
-In particular how the possibility of using the web to validate VPCs automatically generated from  a 
semantic classification of verbs and the particle ‘up’
-and I’ll finish with some conclusions and future work. 



VPCs in Corpora
British National Corpus (BNC)  

90 million word written corpus

Automatic Extraction of VPCs

Baldwin and Villavicencio 2002

7,070 VPCs

McCarthy et al. 2003 

4,482 distinct VPCs

-The BNC is a 100 million word corpus
-using these two different methods described in these papers, it was possible to automatically extract 
VPCs from it.
-In one case, 7,070 distinct VPCs 
-And in the other 4,482 distinct VPCs



VPCs in Corpora
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-Joining them with those in the lexical resources,
They greatly extend the coverage of the lexical resources, giving an increase of 200% in coverage
From which  15% are VPCs with “up” (1,449 from 9,745)



VPCs in Corpora
Great improvement in coverage (209 %)

Productive combinations, recent or informal forms:

• hop off, skateboard away,…

Some cases of noise:

• **** off, s’ down

But problem of data sparseness

Many combinations in A+C+E are: 

too infrequent 

Shrivel up, ship off, …

do not occur in BNC

Stop by, fall behind, …

But the problem of data sparseness means that some combinations are not found in it, while others are 
very infrequent.

-Among them we have some genuine but infrequent VPCs like “telephone back”.
-We also have cases like “scimitar down”, which is a case of misspelling of a genuine VPC
-Finally there are also occurrences of false VPCs like theyre in
Which seems to be a misspelling of they are in

-For these cases it is difficult to decide whether a VPC is genuine but infrequent, or if it’s just noise



VPCs in Corpora



VPCs in the Web

To test the idea: use a classification of verbs to 
automatically generate candidate VPCs

Using the web to verify whether they are 
attested

to minimize data sparseness

http://www.worldwidewebsize.com/

Around 50 billion pages (July 2012)

-So we want to investigate the possibility of using the web as a large corpus to validate VPCs
-This can help to minimize data sparseness
-and to potentially extend the coverage of lexical resources
-To test the idea we decided to use automatically generate candidate VPCs



VPCs in the Web

Use semantic classification of verbs as basis to automatically 
generate VPCs

English Verbal Classes and Alternations (Levin 1993)

verbs grouped according to semantic and syntactic properties

190 verbal classes

3,100 distinct verbs

4,167 verbal entries

Verbs of Running (51.3.2): float, fly, glide, run, slide, travel 

Some productive patterns found in VPCs may be mapped onto these classes

-One possibility is to use Levin’s classes which  groups verbs  according to their semantic and syntactic 
properties.
-In these classes There are 4,167 verbal entries organised in 190 classes, made by 3,100 distinct verbs
-For ex., here we have some verbs of Running in class 51.3.2 ,float, fly, glide, run, slide, travel



VPCs in the Web

25,002 possible VPCs

4,167 verbs 

6 particles: away, down, in, on, out, up

The goal is to find those that are used from all of 
those that are possible

19,660 from 25,002 candidate VPCs attested

-We have previously investigated the productive patterns found in the combination of verbs in Levin’s 
classes and a set of particles, 
-where we found that some classes were good indicators of productivity
-Now we’ll focus exclusively on the combinations involving the particle “up”
-And we’ll use the web to validate them
-4,167 VPCs were automatically generated, but from these not all will form good combinations



VPCs in the Web
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Increase of 126.6% adding to A+C+E+BNC VPCs from classes 
with at least 50% of attested candidates

The attested VPCs considerably extend the coverage of the lexical resources, giving an increase of 21% 
in their coverage



VPCs in the Web
Particle back occurs in 50 VPCs in A+C+E+BNC

VPCs with back generated for 11 most productive 
classes

88 candidate VPCs

87 attested

1 unattested (suspend back)

Results seem to hold for semantically related particles 

They can also form good VPCs

-Classes:
 Clear
 Push/Pull
 Swat
 Poke
 Meet
 Eat
 Breathe
 Rush
 Fit
 Put in spatial config
 put in specified direction



Conclusions

Use the web as a large corpus:

to verify automatically generated VPCs

Method can also be used to:

Obtain/boost frequencies for VPCs automatically extracted from 
corpora

Levin's classes as test case

provide good indication of productivity

used to extend the coverage of resources

-In this investigation we looked at the use of the web as a large corpus to 
-verify the validity of low freq or automatically generated VPCs
-And to obtain or boost freq for these VPCs



Multiword Expressions
Course Structure

Compositionality and Interpretation

McCarthy 2003 

Bannard 2003

Ramisch et al. 2008

Nakov 2010



Multiword Expressions
Course Structure

Applications

Lexicography 

Greek nominal MWEs

Portuguese 

domain vs general

complex predicates for SRL

complex predicates for sentiment analysis

Hebrew



Multiword Expressions
Course Structure

Applications

Parsing 

Zhang et al. 2006

Seretan 2010

SMT

Carpuat and Diab 2010

Ramisch et al. (work in progress)
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